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1. Company
1.1 History
Mythicreation Studios is an independent game developer registered as a LLC in Georgia. Mario
Thompson, the founder of Mythicreation Studios, aspired to create a team of passionate individuals
who could create a multitude of games spanning several genres and platforms.
To achieve this goal he sought out talent on an international level, bringing together a diverse team with
a wealth of cultural experiences. The team had to adapt to the benefits and challenges such an
international collaboration would bring.
Each successful release will set the bar higher for Mythicreation Studios. Our goal is to become a
household name in the gaming industry.

1.2 The Team
The Mythicreation Studios team currently consist of three members.

Mario Thompson
Founder of the company. Mario is the Studio’s CEO and Game Director while also balancing
programming, art, animation and several other roles. The backbone of the team that drives everyone to
perform at their best.

James Spanos
Music Composer and Sound Designer. James is tasked with the creation of everything to do with audio
for the company. Mario works closely with James for creative feedback.

Michael Ecob
Creative Writer. Michael is dedicated as the Lead Writer for an unannounced project and provides
creative support.

2. Games
Mythicreation Studios currently has several games in development. Pet Force Quest is the first project
we’re opening up to the public’s attention and we’re proud to share this with you.

2.1 Pet Force Quest
2.1.1 What is it?
Pet Force Quest is a hybrid between a space shooter and a pet simulator experience made for a casual
audience. Players collect pets that aliens have abducted and, through continued play, grow a bond with
their pet avatar that is strengthened through playtime and maintenance out of combat.
The Rescue Mission mode is a bullet hell, space shooter game where the player is tasked with shooting
down enemies and dodging attacks. Players can also attempt to collect items used to care for their pets.
The Pet Rooms is a virtual-pet mode where the player maintains their own pet who also serves as their
avatar in the Rescue Mission.
There is also monthly leaderboard rankings to challenge the most competitive players.

2.1.2 Who is it for?
The game is not yet rated, but our focus is to create a family friendly experience.
We’ve designed the game around the strengths of the mobile platform with a short and simple pick-up
and play experiences. The two modes in Pet Force Quest allows our players to choose the gameplay
that is best suited to their current situation.

2.1.3 When is the expected release?
Pet Force Quest is scheduled to arrive in 2019 on mobile devices for Android, Amazon and iOS.

2.2 Unannounced Games
We’re hard at work on several other games, both for mobile and traditional gaming platforms. We don’t
have any information to share on these games at the current time. We look forward to sharing them
with you when the time is right!

3. Additional Information
3.1 Social Media Presence
Mythicreation Studios can be reached on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. We also manage a Youtube
channel.
Facebook: https://facebook.com/mythicreation
Twitter: https://twitter.com/mythicreation
Instagram: https://instagram.com/mythicreation/
Youtube: https://youtube.com/c/mythicreation

3.2 Asset Pack
An Asset Pack should be included with this press kit. The attached file MythicAssetPack.zip contains
art assets of our company and Pet Force Quest game for your use on your website.

3.2 Enquires
If you need anything more specific than the information contained in this kit please feel free to reach
out to our PR: press@mythicreation.com
For general questions regarding the game studio: info@mythicreation.com

